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Abstract 
We define and study Lindenmayerian algebraic sequences. These sequences are a generalization 
of algebraic sequences, k-regular sequences and automatic sequences. 
1. Introduction 
Formal power series play an important role in many diverse areas of theoretical com- 
puter science and mathematics, see [3, 17, 18,211. The classes of power series studied 
most often in connection with automata, grammars and languages are the rational and 
algebraic series. It is well known that each regular (resp. context-free) language is 
the support of a rational (resp. an algebraic) series. However, the rational series are 
able to model also nonregular phenomena. It is also well known that many problems 
concerning parallel rewriting and L systems lead to rational series, see [20]. 
In language theory formal power series often provide a powerful tool for obtain- 
ing deep decidability results, see [17,21]. A brilliant example is the solution of the 
equivalence problem for finite deterministic multitape automata given by Harju and 
Karhumgki [7]. 
In [ 171 Kuich and Salomaa gave a power series approach to formal language 
theory by using an algebraic notion of convergence. In [ 13-151 Kuich generalized 
the Kleene theorem, the Parikh theorem and the equivalence between context-freeness 
and acceptance by pushdown automata to complete semirings. 
The framework of Kuich and Salomaa [ 171 was used in Honkala [9, lo] to define 
power series obtained by morphic iteration. A different power series generalization of 
L systems was given in Kuich [16]. The class of Lindenmayerian algebraic power series 
(briefly, L algebraic series) over commutative w-continuous semirings was defined in 
[12]. By definition, a power series is L algebraic if it is a component of the least 
solution of a system of polynomial equations involving finite substitutions. Hence, 
L algebraic series are obtained by multidimensional morphic iteration. The theory of 
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L algebraic series generalizes simultaneously the theories of algebraic series and ETOL 
languages. 
In this paper we study the sequences generated by L algebraic systems in arbitrary 
commutative, not necessarily w-complete semirings. 
A brief outline of the contents of the paper follows. In Section 2 we define unary 
Lindenmayerian algebraic systems (briefly, unary L algebraic systems) and Linden- 
mayerian algebraic sequences (briefly, L algebraic sequences). In Section 3 we show 
that the set of L algebraic sequences is an algebraically closed semiring. We show also 
that L algebraic sequences are a generalization of algebraic sequences. In Section 4 
we prove that, in the case the basic semiring is a field, the Mahlerian series (see [6]) 
and the k-regular sequences (see [ 11) are L algebraic. Furthermore, automatic sequences 
over a commutative semiring are L algebraic. Finally, in Section 5 we define p-primary 
L algebraic sequences. By using a deep theorem due to Kuich and Salomaa we establish 
some interesting regularity and decidability properties of these sequences. 
2. Definitions and examples 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of the theories of semirings 
and formal power series (see [ 171). Notions and notations that are not defined are taken 
from Kuich and Salomaa [ 171 or Kuich [ 151. 
In this paper A will always be a commutative semiring, C and X = {xl 1,. . . , 
x1s,...,xn1,..., xns} are alphabets and Y = {yt , . . . , y,} is an alphabet of variables. It is 
assumed that the sets C, X and Y are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, z is a fixed letter 
belonging to C. In the semiring A((Z*)) we use the convergence which is obtained 
when the discrete convergence in A is transferred to A( (C*)) as explained in [ 171. 
A z-unary Lindenmayerian algebraic system with variables in Y (briefly, a unary 
L algebraic system) is a construct G = (yi=pi,~i)tgiq~ where n> 1, Oi EA(C*) and 
yi = pi is the formal equation 
where pi(Yl,...,Yn,~ll,~~~,~ls,...,~nl, . . .,x~) belongs to A((C U Y U X)*) and hij : 
C* + A(z*) are z-unary finite substitutions, 1 < i<n, 1 < j<s. We want to emphasize 
that when we consider the polynomial pi we do not assume that each xij actually has 
an occurrence in pi, l<i<n, l<j<s. 
If there is no danger of confusion, we use a vectorial notation. We write o for 
~l,...,~~,yforyl,...,y,, pforpl,... ,~~,hforhll,...,hl,,...,h,l,..., ns, h and x for 
x11 ,. . .A,. . . ,x,1,. . .,xns. Moreover, we write h(y) for hlh),. . ., h&l), . . .,h,l(y,& 
. . . , hns(yn). By this vectorial notation, a unary L algebraic system as defined above 
is now specified by the pair (y = p, w) where y = p is the formal equation y = 
P(Y, h(y)). 
A unary L algebraic system G = (vi = pi, Wi)l <i<n is called a wary LS system if 
n = 1. 
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Suppose G = (y = p, o) is a unary L algebraic system. The approximation sequence 
(rj) associated to G is defined as follows: 
Y0 = cc), 
Pi+’ = p(r’,h(r’)), j>o. 
If limrj exists, we denote 
S(G) = limrj 
and say that S(G) is the (vector of) series generated by the system G. 
Now we are in a position to define L algebraic sequences. 
Definition 1. The series r E A( (z*)) IS an L algebraic sequence (resp. an LS sequence) 
if there is a z-unary L algebraic system G (resp. a z-unary LS system G) such that 
S(G) exists and r is the first component of S(G) (resp. r = S(G)). 
Example 1. Define the unary L algebraic system G = (yi = pi, wi)l~i~3 by wi = 0, 
1 <i<3, and 
Yl = Y2 + Y3, 
Y2 =z+h(yz), 
Y3 = z + dY3L 
where h(z) = z2 and g(z) = z3. It is easy to see that S(G) exists and equals (rI,r2,r3) 
where ri = r2 + r-3, r2 = Cn30z2” and r3 = CnaO z3”. Hence, the series 
Xoz2fl> ,Foz3n> X0 (z2” + z3” ) 
/ 
are L algebraic sequences. 
Example 2. Consider the sequence CL = 0110100110010110.. . of Thue-Morse. Denote 
u=aoala2... where ai E (0, 1) and r = c aiz’. We regard r as an element of F2( (z*)) 
where F2 = (0, l} is the field with two elements. It is well known (see [4]) that 
r =z+z2r+(1 +z)3r2. 
Furthermore, r is the only quasiregular solution of this equation. Define the unary LS 
system G = (y = p, 0) by 
p=z+z2y+(1 +z)sy? 
If (rj) is the approximation sequence associated to G, it is seen inductively that 
(r/,2) = (r,z’) 
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whenever i < j. Therefore, lim ,j exists and equals r. This shows that the Thue-Morse 
sequence is an L algebraic sequence. 
Example 3. In this example A = N, the semiring of nonnegative integers. Suppose 
N = (n,ml,..., m,) is a number system where n 3 2 and ml , . . . , m, are positive integers. 
(For number systems see [ 19,5,8].) Define the unary L algebraic system G = (y = 
~30) by 
y = Zm’ + . . . + zm, + (P’ + . . + z”“)h(y), 
where h(z) = z”. Then we have 
S(G) = c d(i)z’, 
where d(i) equals the number of distinct representations of i according to N. 
3. The semiring of L algebraic sequences 
In this section we establish some basic properties of L algebraic sequences. 
Theorem 1. The set of L algebraic sequences in A((z*)) is a semiring which contains 
the semiring Aalg ((z*)) of A-algebraic sequences. 
Proof. Suppose Y (resp. s) is the first component of S(G) (resp. S(H)) where G = 
(yi = pi,Wi)i<i<n (resp. H = (y; = p;,o1;)1~j~~) is a unary L algebraic system. 
Consider the unary L algebraic system Ki = (y = p,W) (resp. K2 = (y = p,O)) 
yo = PO, 
yi = Pi, 1 <i<n, 
vj’ = Pj’, 1 djbm, 
where PO = yi + y{ (resp. PO = y~yi) and W = (O,w,w’). It is clear that S(K,) (resp. 
S(Kz)) exists and the first component of S(K1) (resp. S(K2)) equals r + s (resp. rs). 
This proves the first claim. The second claim follows by the definition of A-algebraic 
sequences. 0 
The series Y = CnaO 2’” is an L algebraic sequence (see Example 1) but r is not 
Q-algebraic (see [17, p. 3621). Hence, the class of L algebraic sequences is strictly 
larger than the class of algebraic sequences. 
The semiring of L algebraic sequences is algebraically closed in the sense that if 
Yi = Pi(Xl~~-~,&n,.YI,.. . , m), 1 < i <n, is a proper algebraic system and ri, . . . , r, E 
A ((z*)) are quasiregular L algebraic sequences, the system of equations 
Yi = pi(rl,...,r,,Yl,...,Yn), 1 Qi<n 
can be solved in the semiring. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose that yi = pi(x1,. . . ,x,, yl,. . . , Y,,), 1 didn, where pi EA({x~ ,..., 
x,, ~1,. . . , y,,}*), is a proper algebraic system and rl, . . . , r,,, E A( (z*)) are quasiregular 
L algebraic sequences. Then the system of equations 
Yi = Pi(rl,...,rm,Yl,...,Yn), 1 <i<n 
has a unique quasiregular solution (~1,. ,s,) where s, E A( (z*)). Furthermore, euch 
si is an L algebraic sequence, 1 <i <n. 
Proof. The proof of the first claim is left to the reader. For the proof of the second 
claim, assume that r, is the first component of r(u) = S(G,) where G, = (y” = p’, oa) 
is a z-unary L algebraic system with the approximation sequence (r(cl)j), 1 da dm. 
The variables of G, are assumed to be y?, . . . , 
r(a){ is quasiregular for 1 d c( dm, j 30. 
yzU. Without restriction we assume that 
We now construct a new z-unary L algebraic system G = (y = p,w) where y = p 
is given by 
yi = pi(YIl,..-,yT;,y,,...,y,), 1 di<n, 
YJ = PX, 1 <a<m 
and the corresponding components of o are 0, a’, . . . , corn. Denote the approximation 
sequence of G by (sj). By the construction, the subvector of (sj) corresponding to the 
variables of ya converges to the limit r(a). We claim that for 1 d i <n, the sequences 
(s!) converge, or equivalently, that for each k 20 there exists an integer j(k) such that 
(sf,w) = (~-/‘~‘,w), 1 <i<n 
if [WI <k and j >j(k). Since s/ is quasiregular for j20, 1 <i <n, it is possible to 
choose j(0) = 0. Suppose inductively the existence of j(k), k 3 0. Because the sequences 
(r(a)‘) converge, there exists an integer jl(k + 1) such that 
(r(a)j,w) = (r(a) .il(k+r), w) 
if IwI d k + 1 and j >jl(k + 1). By the definition of the approximation sequence (sj) 
we have 
i+l _ si - pi(r( 1 If,. . . ,r(m){,s{ ,..., sj), j30. 
Because the system yi = pi is proper, it follows that if hv d k + 1, then the co- 
efficient (sj” ,w) does not depend on j if j> max{jr(k + l),j(k)}. Hence we can 
choose j(k + 1) = max{jr(k + l),j(k)} + 1. This concludes the proof of the conver- 
gence of (s/) for 1 bi dn. Therefore (sj) converges and S(G) exists. Denote S(G) = 
(4r,...,qn,41),. . . , r(m)). By taking limits on both sides of (1) we have 
4i = pi(rl,...,rm,41,..-,qn), 1 <i<n. 
Because qi is quasiregular for 1 <i <n, the first claim of the theorem implies that 
qi = sI, 1 <i <n. This proves the second claim. 0 
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Theorem 3. Suppose r E A( (z*)) is a quasiregular L algebraic sequence. Then so is 
rf = c n21 r”. 
Proof. The claim follows by Theorem 2 because an algebraically closed semiring is 
rationally closed. More precisely, consider the equation 
y=r+ry. 
Because rf is a quasiregular solution of this equation, Theorem 2 implies that r+ is 
an L algebraic sequence. 0 
In the case of an o-complete semiring A the results of this section can be strength- 
ened. However, in this paper we are mainly interested about L algebraic sequences 
having their values in a field. Therefore, we cannot assume that the basic semiring A 
is o-complete because no field can be imbedded in an w-complete semiring. 
4. Connections to Mahlerian series and k-regular sequences 
As the main result of this section we prove that Mahlerian series (see [6]) are 
L algebraic. By definition, the series f(z) = Ci~,,aizi~A((z*)) is a Mahlerian series 
if there exist a positive integer k > 2 and polynomials cc(z), cl(z), . . . , c~(z), a(z) EA (z*) 
such that 
c~(z)f(z> + ~l(z)_fV) +. . f + ~~(z)f(z~ > = a(z) 
and at least one of the polynomials cc(z), cl(z), . . . , CN(Z) is nonzero. 
Theorem 4. Suppose A is a jeld. If r EA( (z*)) is a Mahlerian series then r is an L 
algebraic sequence. 
Proof. Suppose 
r = f(z) = iFo aizi E A( (z*)) 
is a Mahlerian series and that 
c‘&)f(zP ) + . . . + cdz)f(z 
KY 
> = a(z), 
where k 22, CM(Z) # 0, c&z), . . . , cN(z),a(z) E A(z*) and N is as small as possi- 
ble. Without loss of generality, one of c&z),. . . , CN(Z) does not vanish at zero. For 
A4 d CI <N, denote by d,(z) (resp. so(z)) the sum of those terms of c,(z) (resp. a(z)) 
whose degree is a multiple of k”. Then 
44(z)f(zP) + . . f + 4~(zMz~) = so(z), 
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where at least one of the polynomials d,(z) is nonzero. Therefore, there exist poly- 
nomials d;(z), . . . , d;(z), a’(z) such that 
&(z)f(z) + ‘. + d;(z)f(zkv-M) = u’(z), 
where at least one of the polynomials d&(z), . . . , d;(z) is nonzero. This contradicts the 
minimality of N unless M=O. We continue with the assumption that f(z) satisfies the 
equation 
co(z)f(z) + C,(Z>f(Zk) + . . . + CN(Z)f(Zkb ) = a(z): 
where CO(Z) # 0. 
Because A is a field we suppose, without loss of generality, that CO(Z) = z’( 1 + b(z)) 
where b(0) = 0 and y 20. Furthermore, denote f(z) = p(z) + f,(z) where f~(z) = 
Cia*y aPi and q(z) = co(z)p(z) + cl(z)p(zk) + . . + c~(z)p(zk”) - a(z). Then 
q(z) + CO(Z>fl(Z) + cl(z).f,(zk) + ‘. + CN(Z)fi(Zk’) = 0. 
Here q(z) is divisible by z3?. Denote g(z) = zP2Yf,(z). Then 
z+q(z) + ( 1 + b(z))g(z) + c, (z)zQ-3)Yg(zk) + . + CN(Z)Z(2k’V -Qg(zkV ) = 0. 
To simplify the notation, denote hi(z) = -ci(z)z (2k’-3)y for 1 < i <N. Then we obtain 
g(z) = -z+q(z) - b(z)g(z) + b, (z)g(zk) + . . . + bJ$(z)g(zkh ) 
(cl(Z), E) = a2y. 
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that if g’(z)EA((z*)), (g’(z), E) = ~3; and 
g’(z) = -z-3y q(z) - b(z)&) + bl(z>g’(zk> + . . + bfv(z)g’(zk” > 
then g’(z) = g(z). 
To conclude the proof, it suffices to show that g(z) is an L algebraic sequence, 
because 
f(Z) = C UiZ’ + Z*‘g(Z). 
O<i-cZy 
For that purpose, consider the z-unary LS system 
G = (y = -z-3yq(z) - b(z)y + bl(z)hl(y) + . . . + br&)h~(y), co), 
where w = a+ and hi(z) = zk’ for 1 <i<N. We show next that the approximation 
sequence (rJ) associated to G converges. 
First, (r’, E) = ~2~. Suppose inductively that (~j, E) = ~2~. Then 
(r j+‘, E) = (-z-Qq(z) - b(z) . u2y + h(z) . u27 + . + h(Z) . u2y, E) 
= (g(z), E) = my. 
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Therefore lim(vj,&) exists. Suppose inductively that lim(rj,zfi) exists for all p < 6. 
Hence, there is an integer jl such that (~j,zfl) = (&I ,zp) for all p < 6 and j >jl. 
Therefore, if j > jl we have 
( r i+l,,S) = (_z-3y q(z),z6) - (b(z)rj,zb) + (bl(z)h,(r’),z”) + . . . 
+(b~(z)h~(d),z~) = (-z-@q(z),zb) - (b(z)r”,zs) 
+(bl(z)hl(rjl),zs) + . . . + (b~(Z)h~(rj~),z6) = (dl+‘,2). 
Hence lim(rj,zs) exists. In consequence, the sequence (uj) converges and S(G) exists. 
Denote S(G) = e(z). 
Now, by the definition of the sequence (~j) we have 
,i+l = _z-3~ q(z) - b(z)& + bl(Z)h&‘) + . . . + bj17(z)h&J). 
By taking limits on both sides we obtain 
e(z) = - z-3yq(z) - b(z)e(z) + bl(z)hl(e(z)) + . . . + bw(z)hN(e(z)) 
= -z -3yq(z) - b(z)e(z) + bl (z)e(zk) + . . . + bN(z)e(zk” ). 
Furthermore, 
But then necessarily g(z) = e(z). Consequently, g(z) is an L algebraic sequence. This 
concludes the proof. 0 
We next consider k-regular series defined by Allouche and Shallit. For the definition 
of these series see [l]. 
Theorem 5. Suppose A is a field. If r E A( (z*)) is a k-regular series, then r is an L 
algebraic sequence. 
Proof. Becker [2] and Dumas [6] have shown that k-regular series over a field are 
Mahlerian. Hence, the theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4. 0 
In [l] Allouche and Shallit show that many naturally occurring sequences are 
k-regular. By Theorem 5, these sequences are also L algebraic. 
As the final theorem of this section we show that automatic sequences over any 
commutative semiring are L algebraic. Note that this follows by Theorem 5, if the 
semiring is a field. 
Theorem 6. Suppose A is a commutative semiring and k>2 is an integer. If (ai)iEN 
is a k-automatic sequence in A, then C aizi E A( (z*)) is an L algebraic sequence. 
Proof. Suppose B is a finite alphabet. If w = bobI . . . E B”, where bi E B, is an infinite 
word, we denote S(w) = ciaO bizi. Similarly, if w = bobI . . . bt E B*, where bi f B, is 
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a finite word, we denote S(w) = CoGiGt bizi. Suppose g: B* + B* is a k-uniform 
morphism and bo E B is a letter such that the first letter of g(bo) is bo. Denote 
w = lim g’(bo). 
Furthermore, if b E B, denote rb = ~WCiI=bzi where w(i) is the ith letter of w. By 
well-known properties of automatic sequences it suffices to prove that the series rh, 
b E B, are L algebraic sequences. 
Now, because g(w) = w and S(w) = xbEB brb we get 
c &(z) = c %I(b))rb(zk). (2) 
hEB hEB 
Define the morphism h : A((z*)) -+ A( (z*)) by h(z) =zk. By (2), there exist polynomi- 
als p&c(Z) E A@*), where b, c E B, such that 
rh(Z) = c ph,C(Z)h(c(Z)), b E B. 
CEB 
Furthermore, if r;(z) E A( (z*)) and 
and 
then ?-b(z) = r;(z) for each b E B. 
Now, regard B as an ordered set with the first element bo and define the unary L 
algebraic system G by G = (Yb = xcEB pb,ch(Yc), w) where o = (E, 0,. . . ,O). It is seen 
inductively that S(G) = (sb)bEB exists and (Sb, E) = bb,ba. Furthermore, 
sb(z) = CFB ph,c(Z)&c(Z)). 
Hence rb = sh for each b E B. This concludes the proof that the series rh, b E B, are L 
algebraic sequences. 0 
5. Primary L algebraic sequences 
Suppose p is a prime number. By definition, the z-unary L algebraic system G = 
(y; = JJirO)l<i<n is p-primary if supp(pi)c(zU Y UX)+ - Y for ldidn, and for 
each i,j, 1 d i <n, 1 <j <s there exists a positive integer m,,j such that 
hij(Z) =Zpm’ ’ 
The series r E A((z*)) is called a p-primary L algebraic sequence if there exists a 
p-primary L algebraic system G such that S(G) exists and r is the first component of 
S(G). 
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The purpose of this section is to establish some regularity and decidability properties 
of p-primary L algebraic sequences. 
The first lemma characterizes p-primary L algebraic sequences in FP ((z*)) where 
FP is the field with p elements. 
Lemma 1. Suppose r E Fp ((z*)). Then r is a p-primary L algebraic sequence if and 
only if r is F,-algebraic and quasiregular. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that if r E F,((z*)) is a p-primary L algebraic sequence 
then r is F,-algebraic. Suppose that r is the first component of S(G) where G= 
(yi=pi,O)lGiGn is a p-primary L algebraic system. Now, suppose h(z)=zp” where m 
is a positive integer. Consider a polynomial s = c skzk E FP (z*). Then 
h(s) = c skz kpm = ( c skzk)~m = spm. 
Hence, if in each pi each term hii is replaced by $““‘, the resulting F,-algebraic 
system has the same approximation sequence as G. Furthermore, because each mi,j 
is positive and G is p-primary, the resulting F,-algebraic system is proper. Hence, 
S(G) is the limit of the approximation sequence of a proper F,-algebraic system. This 
implies the claim. 17 
In the proof of the following lemma we use a deep theorem due to Kuich and 
Salomaa [ 171. In the sequel v stands for the canonical morphism 
v:Z((z*))+Fp((z*)). 
Lemma 2. Suppose r E Fp( (z*)) . IS a p-primary L algebraic sequence. Then there 
exists a unique irreducible polynomial (up to a factor in Fp) q(z,x) E F,[z,x] such 
that 
q(z, r) = 0. 
Furthermore, q(z,x) can be constructed eflectively. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, r is F,-algebraic. Hence, there exists a Z-algebraic series s E Z 
((z*)) such that v(s) = r. By Corollary 16.12 of Kuich and Salomaa [17], one can 
effectively construct a primitive polynomial P(z,x) E Z[z,x] such that P(z, s) = 0. 
Denote Q = v(P) E FP [z, x]. Then 
Q(z, r) = v(P)(z, v(s)) = v(P(z, s)) = 0. 
It is a well-known fact that there is at most one irreducible polynomial q(z,x) E F,[z,x] 
such that q(z, r) = 0 provided that factors in FP are disregarded. Therefore, to complete 
the proof it suffices to factorize Q into irreducible factors and check which of the 
factors has r as a zero. More specifically, suppose 
Q=QlQz...Qet 
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where Qi,. . . , Qt E F,[z,x] are irreducible. It is clear that Qi, Qz,. , Qt can be found 
out effectively. Finally, to check which of the polynomials has Y as a zero, compute 
Q~(z,CoGiGn(r,zi)zi) for n>O and 1 ,</?<t until only one of these polynomials has 
order greater than or equal to n. Cl 
Now, we are ready for the main results of this section. Recall that if Y E Z’“‘((C*)) 
then for each k3 1 and Odidk - 1 the set 
{w 1 (r,w) s i(modk)} 
is regular. The following result gives an analogous statement for p-primary L algebraic 
sequences. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that r E Z((z*)) is a p-primury L algebraic sequence. If 
O<kdp - 1, the set 
{i 1 (r,zi) E k(mod p)} 
is p-recognizable. 
Proof. If r E Z((z*)) IS a p-primary L algebraic sequence then V(Y) E Fp( (z*)) is a 
p-primary L algebraic sequence. By Lemma 2, there exists a nonzero polynomial 
q(z,x) E F,[z,x] such that q(z,v(r)) = 0. The claim now follows by the well-known 
characterization of p-recognizability due to Christ01 et al. [4]. 0 
Example 4. By Example 1, the series 
r = C z*” E N((z*)) 
!I>0 
is a 2-primary L algebraic sequence. By Theorem 7, r is not 3-primary. 
In the final part of this section we establish some decidability results for unambiguous 
p-primary L algebraic sequences. By definition, an L algebraic sequence r E A( (z*)) 
is unambiguous if for each w E z*, we have (r, w) E (0, 1). 
Theorem 8. Given an unambiguous p-primary L algebraic sequence r E Z((z*)) it is 
decidable whether or not r E Na’g( {z*)), or, equivalently, whether or not r E Nrat ((z*)). 
Furthermore, it is decidable whether or not r is a polynomial. 
Proof. Suppose r E Z((z*)) IS an unambiguous p-primary L algebraic sequence. By 
Lemma 2 there exists an irreducible polynomial q(z,x) E F,[z,x] such that q(z, v(r)) = 0. 
Now, r E N”te( (z*)) (resp. r is a polynomial) if and only if q(z,x) has degree one in x 
(resp. q(z,x) = ax - q,(z), where q](z) E F,[.z] is a polynomial and a E Fp - (0)). 0 
Theorem 9. Suppose that ~1, p2 are primes. Given an unambiguous PI-primary L 
algebraic sequence r E Z( (z*)) an an unambiguous pz-primary L algebraic sequence d 
s E Z( (z*)), it is decidable whether or not r = s. Furthermore, if p1 # p2 and at least 
one of r and s does not belong to Nrat((z*)), then r # s. 
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Proof. First, decide whether or not Y and s are in Nmt ((z*)). If both are, the equality of 
r and s can be decided. We continue with the assumption that neither r nor s belongs 
to Nrat ((.z*)). Hence, supp(r) and supp(s) are nonrecognizable sets. By Theorem 7, 
the length set of supp(r) is pi-recognizable and the length set of supp(s) is p2- 
recognizable. If pl # p2, it follows by Cobham’s well-known result that r # s. 
Assume finally that pl = p2 and denote p = pl = ~2. Then t = r - s is a p-primary 
L algebraic sequence. By Lemma 2 there effectively exists an irreducible polynomial 
q(z,x) E F,[z,x] such that q(z,v(t))=O. Now r =s if and only if q =ax for some 
afFp - (0). q 
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